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Prisoner's Dilemma: Lesson Plan
Topic
Game theory is the model framework for strategic decision making among individuals, or
players. Game theory can be broken down into two categories: noncooperative and
cooperative. Cooperative game theory deals with situations where players form groups
to collectively work to some particular goal while noncooperative games are competitive.
Everyone is working to their own beneﬁt. The prisoner’s dilemma is a noncooperative
game. It explains how and why people sometimes behave to their detriment.

Possible subjects/classes

Time needed

Economics, Government, Psychology,
Politics, Philosophy

30-35 minutes

Video link:
https://academy4sc.org/topic/prisoners-dilemma-its-you-or-me/
Objective: What will students know/be able to do at the end of class?
● Identify two diﬀerent types of game theories.
● Understand why people don’t cooperate in a prisoner’s dilemma.
● Know concrete examples of how to turn competitive games cooperate
Key Concepts & Vocabulary
Game theory, Cooperative vs noncooperative games, Prisoner’s dilemma, Cuban
missile crisis
Materials Needed
Paper and writing implements, internet or printed resources on coop game
theory for the Research It activity
Before you watch
Think-Pair-Share: Do you think humans always make decisions that are in their
best interest? What factors might lead to a person making a counter-intuitive
decision?
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While you watch
1. What’s the most likely outcome to occur in a prisoner’s dilemma?
2. What type of game is the prisoner’s dilemma?
3. What prevented the Cuban Missile Crisis from perfectly following the
standard rules of prisoner’s dilemma?
After you watch/discussion questions
1. What’s the last time you used or saw game theory used in your life?
2. What are some real life examples of cooperative games?
3. Do you think the prisoner’s dilemma is eﬀective at getting suspects to
testify, allowing for an indictment to be reached? Why or why not?
Activity Ideas
● Do It!: Have students pair up and try the prisoner’s dilemma described in
the introduction for themselves. Each student should play the prisoner’s
dilemma ﬁve times, playing with a diﬀerent partner each time. For each
round, give students a moment to secretly write down either “T” for
testifying or “S” for staying silent. Have partners reveal their answers at the
same time. Continue until all ﬁve rounds are ﬁnished. What the average
sentence was for each round. Did students tend to testify or stay silent?
What strategy worked best?
● Think It Through: How could you redesign the prisoner’s dilemma to ensure
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partners always stayed silent?
● Research It: Look into cooperative game theory. Compare and contrast an
example of cooperative game theory with prisoner’s dilemma.
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